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Περίληψη: Despite major advances in the staesecal analysis of fraceonally integrated
eme series models, no limit theory is available for sample averages of fraceonally
integrated processes with memory parameter d=0.5. We provide limit theory for sample
averages of a general class of nonlinear transformaeons of fraceonal d=0.5 (I(0.5)) and
Mildly Integrated (MI) processes e.g. Phillips and Magdalinos (2007). Although I(0.5)
processes lie in the nonstaeonary region, the asymptoec machinery that is rouenely
used for I(d), d>1/2 processes is not valid in the I(0.5) case. In parecular, the usual
eghtness condieons required for establishing FCLTs fail in the case of I(0.5) processes
and a diﬀerent approach is required. A general method that applies to both I(0.5) and MI
processes is proposed. We show that sample averages of transformaeons of I(0.5) and
MI processes converge in distribueon to the convolueon of the transformaeon funceon
and some Gaussian density evaluated at a possibly random point. The class of nonlinear
transformaeons under consideraeon accommodates a wide range of regression models
used in empirical work including step type disconenuous funceons, funceons with
integrable poles as well as integrable kernel funceons that involve bandwidth terms. Our
basic limit theory is uelised for the asymptoec analysis of the LS and the NadarayaWatson kernel regression esemator. Both esemators we have either normal are mixed
normal limit distribueons (when the covariate is I(0.5)-type I). The NW esemator a|ains
slower convergence rates than those known for staeonary processes. On the other hand
the LS esemator a|ains faster convergence rates than those a|ained under staeonarity.
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